My nephew will hand you the bill which I hope you will find correct. I shall, however, compare it with the different bills and account at my leisure. If there be any error, it must be owing to some mistake committed on all that are charged are right both in quantity and price. I will make out the ship's fines of every article afterwards.

The greatest part of the last hundred pounds I still to play on. The coffeeans are some what uncertain. I have been most careful and J. Cunningham.
A S. Will you Promise me in your
Mentioning Williams Case. I D.
To 2 Circulation Machines
1 Compound Mixer
1 Fountain with Society jobs &c.
Large Packing case &c.

Price:
- 2 Circulation Machines £130.0
- 1 Compound Mixer £2.2
- 1 Fountain with Society jobs £4.4
- Large Packing case £10.10

Total: £156.7

Add one piece more for the well machine, water cracking box, observations.

391.17
400.18

Observations:
The 81 2 foot batch changed to 2 ounces and sold at 4s in the bottle - The three foot at 5s. The others are nearly in on hand - The short piece of the thermometer is not to a Guinea each. The Company might purchase 2 at 1s 10d to 2s each.
New Machinstock Dec.

J. Pirnie

1. Two 12" Achromatic telescopes at $2 1/2 each - $170.00
2. Three 12" Achromatic at $4.8 each - $38.12
3. Night and Day at $3 17/6 - $7 7/0
4. 18 inch pulling 1 Achromatic at 11 6/6 - $15 18 0/0
5. 1 foot Achromatic at £2 - £18 0/0
6. 2 foot common at 11 6/6 each - £8 16 0/0
7. 2 1/2 foot bed for Achromatic - £7 7/0
8. 2 1/2 inch Achromatic in Mahogany box - £9 9/0
9. Mahogany box - £8 0/0
10. Dile in wood - £7 17 6/0
11. Stand and Dile with four legs - £3 0/0
12. Delineator - £2 0/0
13. Concave mirror - £3 0/0
14. Electrical Machines & Apparatus - £7 17 6/0
15. Camera of brass with brass label, two double units - £6 0/0
16. Camera of brass on stand in case - £4 0/0
17. Dile two post - £8 0/0
18. Two post for Achromatic - £4 0/0
19. Two post for B - £4 0/0
20. Thermometer in slope tube and sea with stand - £10 0/0
21. Total for scales - £3 0/0
22. Large folding mirror - £1 0/0
23. Small B - £1 0/0
24. Polygraphic machines - £3 0/0
25. Extensive precision - £5 0/0

Total £302 0/0